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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Obesity rates are climbing, along with associated health conditions, such as Type 2 diabetes,

metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular disease. According to the CDC,  the rate of obesity in

adults rose from 30.5% in 1999-2000 to 41.9% in 2017-2020, and the estimated annual medical

costs were $173 billion in 2019 dollars.

There are a variety of reasons that contribute to these rising numbers, including a sedentary

lifestyle,  increased consumption of highly processed food,  medications  and psychological

triggers.  One beneIcial strategy to lower weight gain and improve insulin resistance associated

with obesity and Type 2 diabetes is intermittent fasting. A 2023 animal study  demonstrated that

restricted feeding schedules affected 80% of how genes were expressed.

Resistance to insulin and leptin signaling drives your blood glucose level high, which is a hallmark

symptom of Type 2 diabetes. Conventional medicine treats the symptoms of the condition, which is

in fact preventable and in most cases reversible by simply changing your diet and lifestyle habits.

A signiIcant risk factor for insulin resistance is overeating carbohydrates and added sugars, which

spike your insulin level and gradually increase cellular resistance to insulin. Overeating

carbohydrates and sugar are the primary causes of obesity.

The featured animal study in Cell Metabolism helps explain how fasting beneIts these health

conditions. Shaunak Deota is the Irst author of the study and a postdoctoral fellow at the Salk

Institute for Biological Studies in San Diego. He is encouraged by the data, saying:

“Molecularly speaking, we saw a lot of pathways which are activated by (the time-restricted

diet) in multiple organ systems. And a lot of these pathways actually have been implicated

in improving health and leading to a longer, healthy life.”

Intermittent Fasting Affects 80% of Genetic Expression

The results from the 2023 study demonstrated that it's not only about what you eat, but also about

when you eat it. The researchers tested time-restricted feeding in mice. Deota deIned the

researcher’s use of the term “time-restricted feeding” as “eating consistently in a narrow window of

eight to 10 hours”  when a person or animal is most active and fasting during the rest of the day.

Intermittent fasting is one form of time-restricted feeding according to the deInitions used by the

researchers. The researchers placed two groups of mice on the same high-calorie diet. One group

was allowed to eat only during a nine-hour window and the other had free access to food whenever

they wanted it.

The researchers found that after seven weeks, the time-restricted fed animals gained less weight

than the other group and biopsies showed that the genetic expression of the mice in the

intervention group was synchronized to their feeding schedules.

Interestingly, the paper reported that nearly 80% of the animal’s “genes show differential expression

or rhythmicity under TRF [time restricted feeding] in at least one tissue.”  Deota explained the

importance of this Inding, saying, “… these genes will get translated into proteins. Those proteins

are helping our body to anticipate that there is food coming.”

The data from the study supports past research that demonstrated the beneIts of restricting the

number of hours during the day in which you're allowed to eat. This has included increasing

lifespan in animal studies.  The featured study sought to determine how fasting affects multiple

organ systems and genetic expression.

The researchers looked at more than 22 areas of the body and brain, Inding that by changing what

time food was given, the genetic expression in an animal's body could also be changed. Time-

restricted feeding affected nearly 40% of genetic expression in the pancreas, hypothalamus and

adrenal glands. This in turn may affect hormone regulation.

It is possible that since hormones coordinate functions throughout the body, and hormonal

imbalance is associated with many diseases, fasting may help to improve health along several

pathways. The researchers also found that restricting food supply to the most active time of the

day helped align circadian rhythms in multiple organ systems. Satchidananda Panda, Ph.D., from

the Salk Institute and senior writer of the study, told World Pharma News:

"Circadian rhythms are everywhere in every cell. We found that time-restricted eating

synchronized the circadian rhythms to have two major waves: one during fasting, and

another just after eating. We suspect this allows the body to coordinate different

processes."

Periodic Feast and Famine Improve Health

In this short three-minute clip from BBC studios, Michael Mosley discusses the effects of feast or

famine feeding with professor Mark Mattson from the National Institute on Aging. Mattson

describes the results of their intervention with mice in relation to cognitive impairment and memory

loss.

The researchers used mice that were bred to develop Alzheimer-type symptoms. Mattson

described one study in which one group was offered food intermittently and the others were fed a

diet that resembled fast food. The group that ate intermittently lived signiIcantly longer without

memory impairment, in one study by six months to one year. Mosley notes that this is the

difference in human life between developing Alzheimer's at age 50 or age 80.

Researchers have also noted that eating a high-fat, low-carbohydrate diet has a fasting-like effect

on the body and the brain.  During fat metabolism, ketone bodies are produced which have a

neuroprotective impact on the brain. This could help enhance mitochondrial function and reduce

in`ammation.

Eating a high-fat diet has been analyzed as a potential adjunctive therapy for neurodegenerative

conditions, like Alzheimer's disease. One paper  reported that some studies have shown modest

functional improvement in people with Parkinson's disease and cognitive beneIts in people with

Alzheimer's disease.

Limiting the hours of the day in which you eat also has a beneIcial effect on your cardiovascular

system. One paper  theorized that the effect may be exhibited through multiple pathways,

including optimizing your circadian rhythms and reducing oxidative stress.

An umbrella review  of 11 meta-analyses totaling 130 random controlled trials found a beneIcial

association between intermittent fasting and cardiometabolic outcomes that was supported by

moderate to high-quality evidence. Fasting has also been shown to have a pronounced impact on

longevity.

One narrative review of the literature  summarized the impact of restricting calories and protein,

and the effect on biomarkers of healthy aging. They predicted that periodic use of low-calorie,

fasting-mimicking diets (FMD) and low protein intake could promote health beneIts while

minimizing the digculty associated with chronic calorie restriction.

Researchers have also discovered that an FMD in`uences growth factors and reduces the capacity

of cancer cells to adapt and survive. They propose that “combining an FMD with chemotherapy or

other cancer treatments is a promising strategy to increase treatment egcacy, prevent resistance

acquisition and reduce side effects.”
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Fasting May Promote Pancreatic Beta-Cell Growth

Research has demonstrated that fasting can improve insulin sensitivity,  reverse Type 2 diabetes

and support your weight management efforts when it's combined with exercise.  Interestingly, an

editorial in the BMJ  by noted research scientist James DiNicolantonio, Pharm.D., discusses the

results of several studies that found repeated episodes of fasting may induce cell growth of

pancreatic beta cells in an animal model.

The growth was associated with an increased expression of Ngn3,  a protein involved in converting

DNA into RNA critical for endocrine cells in the pancreatic islet of Langerhans, the cells responsible

for producing insulin. The increase in islet beta cells induced through intermittent fasting was

accompanied by a marked improvement in blood sugar control in the animal studies.

This observation is of great interest to individuals who suffer from Type 1 diabetes since they often

experience near-complete in`ammatory destruction of the islet beta cells. In the latter stages of

severe Type 2 diabetes, the same destruction of islet of beta cells can occur.

DiNicolantonio believes these Indings may be replicated clinically, which opens the path to

reversing Type 2 diabetes in those with "enough discipline and commitment to adopt a lifestyle that

would have prevented diabetes in the Irst place."

He Irst recommends practicing a diabetes-preventive lifestyle by eating a diet primarily of whole

foods and complemented with regular exercise. This helps to improve insulin sensitivity and may

be sugcient for those with a recent diagnosis of diabetes to reduce their condition over time.

In those who fail to respond, he recommends an intermittent fasting protocol and using

supplemental measures during the transition back to a health-protective diet to shield the beta cells

from toxicity so they retain functional capacity. Reducing oxidative stress may be accomplished

using spirulina, NAC and or berberine.  The goal is to achieve normal blood sugar control without

drugs and maintain compliance with a diabetic preventive diet and lifestyle.

Skipping Breakfast Before Your Workout May Add BeneOts

For many people, restricting food intake to the hours between lunch and dinner feels easier than

skipping dinner. A 2019 study  in The Journal of Nutrition found that omitting a meal before your

workout increases the effectiveness of your weight loss efforts. Researchers enrolled 12 healthy,

physically active young men who completed all three stages of the study in a randomized order

separated by over one week.

During the Irst stage, the men ate a breakfast of oats and milk followed by rest. In the second

stage, they ate the same breakfast and then exercised for 60 minutes, and during the third stage,

they fasted overnight and exercised in the morning before eating. The researchers then monitored

the following 24 hours of calorie intake.

They found that those who fasted and then exercised had a negative 400-calorie intake during the

following 24 hours as compared to those who ate and rested or those who ate breakfast before

exercising. Javier Gonzalez, Ph.D., from the University of Bath, oversaw the study and suggested

working out on an empty stomach will not likely trigger overeating but, instead, may lead to a

calorie deIcit.

The study was limited in that there was a small number of participants who were all It young men.

There is some question if those results would be comparable in a group of older, overweight, out-

of-shape or female participants. The data could not explain why the men who skipped eating before

exercise did not continue to eat the rest of the day. Gonzalez hopes to continue work to study these

questions.

Take Care to Restrict Eating Three Hours Before Bed

While it may be easier to skip breakfast as you practice intermittent fasting, it's also necessary to

avoid eating at least three hours before bed. For most Americans, the evening meal is often the

largest of the day and usually consists of heavily processed foods. Under the best of

circumstances, it takes your stomach several hours to empty after you've eaten.

However, as you age, the process can take even longer. As you lie down to sleep, this increases the

risk that acid can enter your esophagus and lead to acid re`ux. Even if you do not have heartburn,

symptoms like hoarseness, chronic throat clearing and even asthma can indicate acid re`ux.

Additionally, as the featured study demonstrates, eating outside of your most active times of the

day can throw off your body's circadian rhythm.

This in turn has a detrimental effect on your mitochondria as they are “highly regulated by the

body's biological, or circadian, clocks.”  As described in an article in Neuroscience News, offsetting

your circadian clock increases your risk of developing metabolic syndrome, obesity and diabetes.

In a follow-up paper,  the same researcher describes how the circadian clocks in your cells

respond to a variety of metabolic cues and play a principal role in metabolic control. In the review of

the literature, he Inds diurnal changes affect mitochondrial biology in mammals. Dysfunction of

these little powerhouses located in most of your body cells is a foundational cause of many

degenerative diseases.

When the mitochondria receive inappropriate amounts of fuel at the wrong time of the day they can

deteriorate and malfunction, laying the groundwork for the subsequent breakdown in a variety of

bodily symptoms. As a featured study shows, you can take control of your health through fasting. It

is a profoundly effective intervention that can help stimulate mitochondrial biosynthesis.

It is important to understand that as you're fasting, you may experience symptoms of low salt

intake and your body will automatically begin to liberate toxins from your fat stores. It's

recommended to consume some high-quality unprocessed salt each day and use an infrared sauna

to help your body rid itself of these toxins.

Binders like modiIed citrus pectin, cilantro, chlorella or activated charcoal can help eliminate these

toxins as well, and prevent their reabsorption. Although it's highly beneIcial for most, fasting is not

for everyone. You should not do any type of extended fasting if you're underweight, pregnant,

breastfeeding or have an eating disorder.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The molecular understanding of circadian rhythms has raised new therapeutic frontiers for cancer that could place the circadian clock

in an indispensable role in treatment. Abnormal circadian rhythms as a potential carcinogen, which has increased focus on deIning

the mechanisms underlying circadian disruption-induced tumorigenesis. These rhythms arise primarily from the interaction between

circadian clocks and sleep-wake cycles, eat-fast cycles, and work-rest cycles. These circadian rhythms can modulate several key

aspects of cellular and organ functions with profound implications for cancer treatment.

In fact, accumulating evidence has shown that disturbed circadian rhythms are closely related to tumorigenesis in breast cancer,

prostate cancer, colorectal cancer (CRC), pancreatic adenocarcinoma, liver cancer, lung cancer, and others. The circadian rhythm is an

evolutionarily conserved timing system comprising a wide variety of processes including sleep-wake cycles, eat-fast cycles, and

activity-rest cycles, coordinating the behavior and physiology of all organs for homeostasis. of the whole body. Acute disruption of the

circadian rhythm can cause transient discomfort, while long-term irregular circadian rhythm will result in dysfunction of the body,

increasing the risks of numerous diseases, especially cancers.

In mammals, the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the hypothalamus holds the "master clock," which it synchronizes with the ambient

light cycle by directly coordinating efferent and neuroendocrine signals from the autonomic nervous system. In detail, several proteins

involved in the clockwork of the cell are closely associated with positive and negative transcriptional feedback loops.
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Can Intermittent Fasting Change How Your DNA Works?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

A 2023 animal study showed how limiting food to the hours of the day when you are most

active may alter up to 80% of genetic expression in multiple organ systems

'

Activation of these pathways may help explain how fasting improves health and longevity.

Roughly 40% of genetic expression in the hypothalamus, pancreas and adrenal glands was

affected, which may affect hormone regulation

'

Data show restricted eating patterns have a neuroprotective effect and are associated with

better cognitive and heart health; data also Ind it reduces the ability of cancer cells to adapt

and survive and may help improve the effectiveness of cancer treatments

'

Fasting promotes pancreatic beta-cell growth in animal studies, which may be another pathway in which it helps markedly improve blood sugar

control and affect metabolic health

'

Most people Ind it easier to skip breakfast instead of dinner to limit the number of hours they consume food, but take care to restrict eating at least

three hours before bed. Skipping breakfast before your workout may offer additional beneIts throughout the day

'
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Several studies have revealed that shift workers are at increased risk of developing breast and prostate cancer, as shown by a

strong correlation between a long period (>20 years) of shift work and increased cancer risk. Furthermore, previous studies

have indicated that people in modern society have undergone sub-healthy lifestyle change, including excessive calorie intake at

midnight or continuous caloric intake for 24 hours a day, which mimics aspects of work. in turns and potentially promotes the

risk of prostate and breast cancer.

Rest/activity rhythm was also identiIed as a key factor due to its signiIcant impact on the clinical management of patients with

metastatic CRC, who have a poor quality of life with erratic rest/activity periods. Dysregulation of sleep-wake cycles, such as

prolonged sleep deprivation, disrupts the immune system. In normal sleep-wake cycles it can lead to abnormal in`ammatory

responses, as evidenced by upregulation of proin`ammatory cytokines (especially IL-6 and CRP), which are potential risk

factors for several types of cancer, including ovarian cancer.

, brain, breast and colorectal. In particular, hyperphagia and weight gain are closely related to sleep deprivation, being

overweight or obese facilitated increased adipokine secretion and macrophage release from adipose tissue, triggering chronic

in`ammation and subsequent oxidative stress and DNA damage contributing to the promotion of cancer. Chronic disruption of

sleep-wake cycles can cause increased DNA damage and decreased DNA repair, constituting a potential risk factor for

tumorigenesis.
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Fasting triggers metabolic reprogramming of adipose tissue and muscle, where carbon-related metabolic pathways are

modulated to change the levels of certain circulating metabolites and hormones. These processes sensitize cancer cells to

cancer therapies, while on the other protect healthy cells. In detail, healthy cells during starvation reduce overall ribosome

biogenesis and growth-related gene transcription, making it easier to enter self-maintenance mode to resist damage from

various cancer treatments. Conversely, the self-maintenance mode is terminated due to oncopathies in cancer cells, leading to

reduced stress response signaling.

Fasting mimicking diets (FMDs) are emerging as effective dietary interventions with the potential to improve health span and

decrease the incidence of cancer and other age-related diseases. Unlike chronic dietary restrictions or water-only fasting, FMDs

represent safer and less challenging options for cancer patients. FMD cycles increase protection in healthy cells while

sensitizing cancer cells to various therapies, partly by generating complex environments that promote differential stress

resistance (DSR) and differential stress sensitization (DSS), respectively.

More recent data indicate that FMD cycles enhance the egcacy of cancer therapies. Chronic caloric restriction (CR) and

periodic fasting are attracting increasing attention for their potential application in the prevention and clinical treatment of

cancer based on long-term epidemiological studies and preclinical reports.
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Exercise can modulate the circulation of immune cells through a mechanism mediated by adrenergic signaling and shear stress

induced by blood `ow, facilitating immune surveillance by eradicating identiIed malignant cells. In fact, an increasing number

of studies have found that exercise-induced immune cell mobilization is a common phenomenon regardless of age, gender, or

tumor type, exercise-mediated activation of the immune system, such as NK cell and cytotoxic T cell inIltration was also

revealed in genetic tumor models, suggesting that an additional immune response was induced in the exercise-induced effect in

addition to the initial immune response to the inoculated tumor.

cells. Exercise promotes immune cell inIltration by epinephrine-driven circulating NK cells, resulting in marked inhibition of

cancer growth. Exercise also enhances nave T cell populations and mitigates detrimental effects on T cells, leading to more

egcient generation of immunological memory. Exercise, which represents an available alternative, can reduce hypoxia in

tumors, thereby sensitizing cancer cells to immunotherapy by further increasing immune cell inIltration and reducing

immunosuppression, Secretion of various systemic factors (such as catecholamines, myokines ), the upregulation of shear

stress related to blood `ow, sympathetic activation, as well as increased body temperature, show immediate stress on tumor

metabolism and homeostasis during physical training.

If people perform long-term training, the effects mentioned above will result in constant intratumoral changes, such as strong

immunogenicity, metabolism adaptation, and better blood perfusion, which should help mitigate tumor development.

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/36646607  (2022) .----- www.nature.com/.../s41391-022-00528-3  (2022) .---

jhoonline.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13045-022-01238-y  (2022) .---
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PROTEIN, FASTING, CANCER, AND LONGEVITY | VALTER LONGO, Ph.D. Dr. Valter Longo is the Edna M. Jones Professor of

Gerontology and Biological Sciences and Director of the Longevity Institute at the University of Southern California Leonard

Davis School of Gerontology, Los Angeles, one of the leading centers of aging research. and the age. related disease. Dr. Longo

is also the Director of the Longevity and Cancer Program at the IFOM Institute for Molecular Oncology in Milan, Italy. In this

episode, we take a closer look at terms that have become buzzwords in the protein space, including IGF-1 and mTOR.

We discuss protein requirements for different ages, the importance of muscle tissue, the beneIts of protein consumption, and

potential risks. We also cover the fasting-mimicking diet for both normal people and adjunctive cancer treatment. SpeciIcally,

we discuss: 1) Introduction (0:00) 2) Ideal diets for longevity (2:58) 3) Important pathways for aging (9:15) 4) IGF1 elevation

(16:24) 5) Current vs Chronic IGF1 Elevation (19:46) 6) Danger of excessive protein consumption (25:11) 7) Impact of exercise

on IGF1 (32:52) 8) Muscle Mass and Longevity (38:35) 9) High Protein Study Later in Life (41:59) 10) How to get tested for IGF1

(48:03) 11) Low IGF1 and Cognitive Impairment (49:54) 12) Resistance to IGF1 (53:00) 13) Mendelian Randomization Studies

(54:38) 14) Diet that mimics fasting (59:21) 15) Fasting and Cancer (1:16:03) 16) Ketogenic diet and cancer (1:27:51) 17)

Ending (1:32:15) theproof.com/protein-fasting-cancer-and-longevity-valter-longo-phd/
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I am truly grateful for mercolas' site and the comment section. I am 75 this year and would probably be dead or wishing i was had it

not been for the wealth of information. Thank you commenters and Dr. Mercola.
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Folks always used to take care of animals & chores, before breaking their fast. Makes sense. Prepare thy work without, & make it It

for thyself in the Ield; and afterwards build thine house. Early in the morning our song shall rise to thee... There is an order & a Law, as

well as grace.
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To un-complicate intermittent eating, which is obviously a rate dependent practice proven to reduce in`ammation/oxidative stress and

vulnerability to all disease, learn from a overworked muscle.....It takes TIME for painful lactic acid to be returned to lactate...It takes

TIME for heavy breathing to supply enough OXYGEN to reverse and neutralize acidic hypoxia/TIME for mitochondria to regenerate

enough ATP electrons to neutralize lactic acid.....The same process occurs silently in non-muscle cells where it takes TIME for enough

OXYGEN to arrive to burn the (more or less) `ood of fuel from eating.

The same lactic acids/ROS BUILD waiting for blessed OXYGEN to arrive resulting in oxidative stress and damage to all cell structures.

Removing this oxidative/acidic hypoxia allows the return of an operational charge terrain and the voltage needed for system

function...A precise parallel is a lawnmower started on choke, unless fuel to air mixture is reduced; the motor sputters and dies, grass

doesn't get cut......greenmedinfo.com/.../its-always-oxygenreally
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Randall, I bought the book that Valter Longo published in January 2023: "Fasting against cancer". As Dr. Mercola says in this

interview, Longo talks about "People with lower protein intake are less likely to develop cancer" Dr. Valter Longo is the Edna M.

Jones Professor of Gerontology and Biological Sciences and Director of the Longevity Institute at the University of Southern

California Leonard Davis School of Gerontology, Los Angeles, one of the leading centers of aging research. and the age. related

disease. Dr. Longo is also the Director of the Longevity and Cancer Program at the IFOM Institute for Molecular Oncology in

Milan, Italy.

Interview: Many people recognize you for your longevity diet. What does this have to do with cancer? "It has a lot to do with it. In

the sense that a cancer cell is a rogue cell and these cells don't like to have extreme environments in which they are not

comfortable. Thus, we can see how cancer cells suffer much more when we fast. For example, fasting kills autoimmune cells,

cells that are badly damaged, and cancer cells. —How did you come to this research on cancer? —We were investigating fasting

against aging and we realized that the same gene that controls protection against aging is the one that is always on, so to

speak, when we have a cancer patient: oncogenes.

So we learned that no cancer is going to know how to protect itself by deInition. Because normal cells and cancer cells when

they have these problems go in totally opposite directions. It is one of the few ways we have of differentiating cancer cells from

cells that are normal. It doesn't matter what type of cancer it is or what type of normal cell it is, the difference is that when they

have this environment that they don't like, they act in the opposite way.
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As he explains in Fasting Against Cancer, the biochemist says that if a cancer patient is deprived of food before undergoing

chemotherapy, normal cells will respond by raising a protective shield; instead, the tumor cells will disobey the order to protect

themselves and will be vulnerable. —How then can fasting help in the treatment of cancer? —Cancer treatments, whether

immunotherapy, chemotherapy or radiation, what they do is kill many normal cells and many cancer cells. But it is inevitable that

some cancer cells will escape. Therefore, the patient lives a little longer, but is not completely cured. The role of the

fasting-mimicking diet is to allow normal cells to survive, to escape.

It is like a carte blanche that we have, that of fasting. For example, we published a clinical trial a year ago and also with mice,

and in the mouse trial we saw that if we treat breast cancer with hormonal therapy, after six months the cancer becomes

resistant, begins to grow and ends up killing the patient. mouse. If we add the fasting-mimicking diet, the same cancer not only

shrinks but begins to disappear from the mouse. The reason is that fasting reduces insulin, IGF 1 —insulin-like growth factor I—

and lectin. With which, you have to take three other drugs, plus the original two, to achieve the same.
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Could the fasting-mimicking diet also prevent cancer? —Yes, we have done animal studies in which we have been able to

demonstrate it. If we take middle-aged mice and put them on a fasting-mimicking diet twice a month, they have 45% fewer

tumors. In people we have seen that, for example in the United States, people with lower protein levels are three times less

likely to develop cancer than those who follow diets with a higher protein intake. That is, the risk of developing cancer is

reduced up to three times.

In the diet that imitates fasting we have also been able to see that many cancer risk factors such as glucose, IGF 1 or

in`ammation are also reduced; including obesity. So while we can't prove that fasting reduces the chance of developing cancer,

it's almost inevitable that if you improve all of these risk factors, you also reduce the risk of cancer.

www.lavozdegalicia.es/noticia/lavozdelasalud/enfermedades/2023/01/19/v..  (2023)

theproof.com/protein-fasting-cancer-and-longevity-valter-longo-phd/  (2023)
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Gui, Cancers are acidic hypoxia which I proved to myself by injecting baking soda soln in dog's cancerous breast...The area was

alkalized, oxygen was enabled, tissues turned from black to healthy pink! I don't really understand the relative fuel overload of

proteins vs carbs/sugars..Proteins are acid forming, many carbs too! The balance also hangs on physical

activity/breathing/circulation/electrolyte mineral levels and Vitamin C levels which help prevent HIF1 activation/anaerobic

fermentation/angiogenesis and low body voltage. Experts can be wrong, right or partially correct, we must decide based on

clinical applications and results. "It's never just one thing," to quote myself.
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warriormom
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Best evidence for me. Started walking last year with a longtime friend. She was diagnosed Type 1diabetic when she was 23. Is now

72. Her 7 siblings and father all diabetic. Was up to 40 units of insulin a day. Was 35 lbs overweight although she ate a healthy diet, no

sugar, junk, soda or alcohol ever. She exercises everyday. She saw You Tube on intermittent fasting and diabetes and decided to try it.

She only eats from 11-6 and only protein, vegetables, small amount of certain fruits. In two months time she was off all insulin and

had lost 25 lbs. Her insulin totally regulated! Her endocrinologist and overweight nurses in the ogce were not impressed to my

amazement. She looks 10 years younger, and only occasionally has to take 1 unit of insulin. Sure beats wearing a pump! I watched this

happen. Why isn't this front page news?
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warriormom: did your friend include some fat in her diet of veg., protein, occasional fruits?
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I love the fasting articles. I am semi-retired. On days I work, I do OMAD and on others, I eat during a 6-8 hour window, usually. My

biggest downfall is eating after dinner, since I usually go to bed at 9:00 and get up at 3:30-4:30, have my black coffee, check the

Mercola email and walk to the gym............a half hour walk, each way.
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I am trying intermittent fasting at 78 years old. I am surprised how good I feel in the morning if I stop eating around 5 p.m., do some

evening exercise, maybe go out, then go to bed at around 10.15 p.m. and get up at around 6.30 a.m. However , I do need a cup of

green tea by about 9 A.m. Do others feel that caffeine is a part of successful fasting? Cheers
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Excellent article on fasting. Also, there needs to be daily elimination of processed dietary intake. Daily elimination goes hand in hand

with intermittent fasting. A daily weigh-in keeps you on track, recording it for future reference.
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Been doing a daily weigh-in for the last 60 years. Although it has been working even better since I started eating low-carb.
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